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PRIMERA® AND LAMBING EASE

For Sale

Because the Primeras® are such easy lambing,
many producers are joining their ewe hoggets to
these exciting meat machines.

1700 High Profit Ewes

Using the Primera® ram gives a greater return than
mating ewes to traditional breeds such as South
Downs. The selection index that Primeras® are
created with has a big weighting on lambing ease,
more than any other Terminal Index in the world.
Birth weight and lambing ease are consistently
measured in the elite breeding nucleus in NZ.
Results in Australia are conclusive, with proven
lambing ease. See enclosed articles for trial results.
Currently Primera® available
Tom: 0434 146 795

for

sale,

contact

“Yalunga” Penshurst
1200 Ewe Lambs Complete Joining Groups
Identified by Sire
500 - 1.5 Year Old Ewes
2nd Generation OJD Vaccinates
6 in 1 Vaccinated
Fully Grain Imprinted
Mature Flock Marking Rates to 148%
Benchmarked in Top 20% on Profit last 4
years
$2.50 kg/LW

key dates

Beef Week Open Day
Saturday 2 Feb 2013
on Property Yea, Victoria
Sale bulls on display

Black Stabilizer® Sale
Bull Inspection
Monday 4 Feb 2013
from 12 noon
“Clover Ridge” Woolumbool Rd,W illalooka S.A.

Inspection/Sale of
Primera® and
Highlander® rams
and progeny

Black Stabilizer® Sale

Tuesday 5th Feb 2013

Willalooka, SA
30 Bulls Sell

At property of James &
Lucie Peddie
460 Tabor Rd, Penshurst
4pm - 6pm

www.paringalivestock.com.au
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Acc James and Lucie Peddie

Will Sell Runs Phone James: 0407 231176

Paringa Livestock Genetics Pty Ltd
PO Box 203 Yea Victoria 3717
P
03 5797 3003
M
0434 146 795 - Tom
M
0407 978 317 - Olivia
E
info@paringalivestock.com.au

ra m

Followed by:
Dinner seminar
At Grangeburn Hotel
Hamilton at 7pm
With Focus Genetics &
Paringa Livestock
RSVP Olivia 0407978317
info@paringalivestock.com.au

Friday 8th Feb 2013

LAMB SURVIVAL & EWE
EFFICIENCY
While on trips to Focus Genetics NZ over
recent years we have been continually
impressed with the Highlander® and Primera®
programs and their lamb survival and kilograms of
lamb weaned per ewe. The sheer scale of the data
collection from paddock to consumer value chain
is larger than any seen before, worldwide. These
trips have been the foundation of great enthusiasm
and posed the challenge to give Australian lamb
producers the opportunity to access these incredible
sheep genetics.
These proven genetics are here in Australia and
the first couple of flocks (James & Lucie Peddie
at Penshurst and Josh Walter at Inverleigh) have
started trialling these rams with exciting results.
After much anticipation we now have Highlander®
and Primera® progeny to evaluate.

- dec 2012

Comments from recent trials on Highlander® progeny:
“They have better carcase, and present as even lines of lambs”
“I am convinced I will run more Highlanders® with less work”
“I measured the lambing assists at lambing time and the ewes
joined to the Highlander® had eight times less dystocia than
ewes joined to composite rams”
At Josh Walter’s at
Inverleigh he compared
Primera® rams against
Poll Dorset rams joined
to Composite and 1st
cross ewes. The Primera®
progeny
completely
outperformed the Poll
Dorset lambs where at
nine weeks of age the
Primera® sired lambs
weighed 24.6kgs and
the Poll Dorset 20.7kgs.

As these sheep performed exceptionally well in New
Zealand, we had confidence they would do well in
our environment - and that is exactly what they
have done, to the point they have exceeded our
expectations.
Tested in the paddock, the Highlander® and Primera®
rams at Peddie’s at Penshurst, have been evaluated
against high performance Composite rams over
large groups of Composite ewes. Side by side they
have been measured for lambing ease, survivability
and growth rate. The Highlander® sired lambs had 8
times less lambing difficulties than the Composites
and approximately 10% greater survival.

-

Josh Walter (on left) at Ram
Open Day Yea Sept 12

Comments from recent trials on Primera® progeny:
“Brilliant shape with the best hindquarters I have seen”
“Lamb shape seems perfect with virtually no assists”
“Primera® sired lambs weaned at 9 weeks averaged 24.6 kgs
versus Poll Dorset sired lambs 20.7kgs”
“In all my years I have never seen ewes lamb so easily”

Annual Autumn
Bull Sale

“Lamb mortality was half that of industry best practice effectively twice as good. What we had was %12 deaths
instead of %25 in the multiples and %5 in the singles instead
of %10.

Wednesday 27 Feb 2013
on Property Yea, Victoria
40 Charolais
30 Black Stabilizer®

Additional comments on the Sire Rams in the paddock
were “these rams have the best feet I have ever used and
nothing lame!”
James Peddie with Highlander Lambs

RAM ORDER FORM AVAILABLE
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Paringa Update
Thank you to all who supported our first selling
season of elite Highlander® and Primera® rams
and invested in proven genetics from Focus
Genetics NZ. It is an exciting stage for the
Australian lamb industry to have access to the
world’s largest sheep breeding program, currently
used throughout the world, and now in Australia.
We are indeed fortunate to be working with our
New Zealand partners, both with the Stabilizer®
bull breeding business but also now extending to
live import of rams. We have been confident to
take this step after years of thorough research
and are confident this sheep breeding program
will take our lamb industry to another level.
You will see included in this newsletter the
testimonials from lamb producers in Australia who
have invested in the Primera® and Highlander®
genetics and are blown away by their performance.
The result to date from the first shipment of
rams has been beyond expectation in red meat
production. As the industry goes through these ups
and downs in price and season, it is important to
focus on these elite genetics. Not only is the high
lamb survival a massive animal welfare benefit,
but the high weaning percentage and optimal
carcasses that we are seeing will put extra money
in the pockets of producers. We are yet to see
the maternal advantages of these rams –yet!
After attending Lambex in Bendigo, Hamilton
Sheepvention, and our open day in September,
we are very pleased with the reaction to the
initial introduction to these rams.
Please find enclosed a ram pre-order form which
we encourage people to fill out, as it helps plan
further shipments of rams. We will be in the
SW of Victoria and SE South Australia in the
first week of February, and will be travelling with
Daniel Absolom of Focus Genetics NZ.
We look forward to catching up, and welcome
enquiry anytime
Best Regards
Tom.

Marks And Spencer Sus tainable Lamb Trial Suggests New Zealand Genetics Could
Improve UK Sheep Industry Efficiency
Research commissioned by Marks & Spencer has
found that the use of New Zealand sheep genetics
could offer sustainability benefits for UK sheep
farmers.
The work, which was jointly conducted by the
Agri-Food & Biosciences Institute (AFBI) and the
College of Agriculture, Food and Rural Enterprise
(CAFRE), investigated the merits of using Highlander
and Primera sheep breeds in UK sheep flocks
to maximise value in the supply chain through
increased lamb output and reduced production and
processing costs. The study was also supported by
Focus Genetics and Linden Foods.

Bayden Wilson,
concluded:

Focus

Genetics

UK

Manager,

“We welcome the results of the study and hope
it will encourage more UK farmers to invest in
Focus Genetics breeds. We would like to grow our
UK business and we hope farmers will convert
after seeing such positive scientific results from
New Zealand sheep breeds. As the world seeks
more sustainable food production, our genetics
are obviously well placed to help farmers improve
on-farm efficiency.”

• Within the trial flock, Highlander ewes reared an extra
0.19 lambs compared with Mules
• Higher growth rates in Primera-sired lambs were evident
as early as 6 weeks old and ultimately reduced age at
slaughter by up to 18 days compared with Texel-sired
lambs
• There were no differences in lamb mortality between any
of the breeds studied

• Lambs born to Highlander x Blackface dams matured
earlier than those from Highlander dams, reaching fat
class 3L at approximately 19kg carcass weight. Rearing
these lambs to heavier carcass weights will therefore
result in a high proportion of over-fat lambs, leading to
price penalties

Bayden Wilson (in Middle) at Ram Open Day Yea Sept 12

• Switching from Mule to Highlander ewes reduced
production costs of lamb (excluding labour) by 55p/kg,
due mainly to their superior lamb output. Switching to
Highlander x Blackface or Texel x Mule ewes increased
production costs by 19 and 64p/kg respectively
• At the same carcass weight, carcasses from Primera-sired
lambs yield marginally higher proportions of higher priced
cuts (rack and loin) compared with Texel-sired lambs,
but lower proportions of shoulder and leg. This had the
potential to increase the wholesale value of the carcass
by almost 1%
• Meat analysis suggested that UK-bred Primera sires
produced the most tender meat, followed by Texels and
NZ-bred Primeras.

Commenting on the results of the trial, AFBI scientist,
Dr Ronald Annett, said:

• When assessed by taste panel all the breeds scored well.

“The Highlander ewe showed excellent fertility
and rearing ability and the Primera-sired lambs
portrayed superior growth rates and had higher
wholesale value.”
“Hopefully this study will make UK farmers think
about what drives their returns. It highlights
the importance of production efficiency, rather
than focusing solely on lamb price or carcass
conformation. The trial has demonstrated the
importance of maternal genetics in driving
production and we hope farmers will take this
on board.”

• Highlander and Highlander Blackface ewes were around
8kg lighter than Mules, which equates to a reduction in
feed requirements of around 17 per cent. Highlander
x Blackface ewes also maintained their body condition
score better than Mules

• Highlander x Blackface ewes required the lowest level
of lambing intervention, although the requirement for
lambing assistance was not affected by ram choice. This
resulted in a lower labour requirement, equating to a
saving of 7 per cent in annual labour inputs, although
labour costs per kg were the same

Trials took place on two upland flocks belonging to
the Buccleuch Group and compared a ‘typical’ UK
production system of Mule and Texel x Mule ewes,
with Highlander and Highlander x Blackface ewes to
represent different replacement breeding strategies.
These ewes were crossed with Texel rams, to
represent a typical UK terminal sire, as well as UKbred and NZ-bred Primera rams. Performance was
recorded throughout the production and processing
cycle, finishing with an evaluation of meat-eating
quality using consumer taste panels.
The trial concluded that increasing lamb output
and production efficiency by switching from Mule to
Highlander ewes offered the opportunity to develop a
more sustainable lamb supply chain through reducing
on farm costs and greenhouse gas emissions, whilst
maintaining product quality, processing efficiency
and meat eating quality. Replacing Texel rams with
Primera resulted in faster growth rates and a higher
proportion of high-value cuts.

Key trial results were:

Marks & Spencer key facts:
• Marks & Spencer is one of the UK’s leading retailers
with around 21 million customers visiting our stores each
week. We sell high quality, great value clothing and home
products, as well as outstanding quality food.

Focus Genetics key facts:
• Largest red meat genetics company in the world
• Provides more than 100 UK farmers with sheep
genetics
• Supplies New Zealand, Australia, United Kingdom
and South America
• Find out more at www.focusgenetics.com

• Our eco- and ethical plan, Plan A, sets out how we
will become the world’s most sustainable retailer by
2015. An important part of this is our Farming for the
Future programme, which started in 2010 and focuses on
sustainability initiatives in the farming sector.
• Farming for the Future is all about us helping our farmers
and growers to identify opportunities for improvements
in efficiency, environmental performance and ethical
practice, to help improve profitability and provide a
sustainable supply chain for the future. Find out more at
http://producerexchange.marksandspencer.com

